UNITED KINGDOM INTERNAL MARKET BILL

Consideration of Lords Message [9 December 2020]

Thursday 10 December 2020

Grouping of Motions relating to Lords Message by Secretary Alok Sharma

Lords Amendments 48B and 48C engage financial privilege

Common frameworks process; exceptions from market principles and delegated powers; Northern Ireland Protocol; financial assistance powers; duty to review Competition and Markets Authority powers; subsidy control consultation

Govt motion to disagree 1B, LA1C and 1D

+ Govt motion to agree 8B, 8C, 8D, 8F, 8G, 8H, 8J and 8K, disagree to 8L, insist on disagreement to 13* and 56*, and make Amendment (a) in lieu of 8L, 13 and 56

+ Govt motion to insist on disagreement to 14*, 52*, 53* and 54*, and not to insist on disagreement to 55*

+ Govt motion not to insist on disagreement to 44*

+ Govt motion not to insist on disagreement to 45* and make Amendment (a) instead of words left out by 45

+ Govt motion not to insist on disagreement to 47* and make consequential Amendment (a)

+ Govt motion to disagree 48B and 48C

+ Govt motion to agree 50B and disagree 50C

+ Govt motion to agree 51B

*Note: On 9 December the Lords insisted on Lords Amendments 44, 45, 47 which remove Clauses 44 and 45 and 47 from Part 5 (Northern Ireland Protocol) of the Bill.

The Lords also insisted on Lords Amendments 14, 52, 53, 54 and 55 which relate to Part 5 of the Bill.

The Commons disagreed to these Lords Amendments on 7 December. It is expected that the Minister will move on 10 December that Lords Amendments 44, 45, 47 and 55 be agreed to (Commons do not insist on their disagreement).

If the Commons disagrees again to any of the Lords Amendments marked* while offering no alternative proposal, the Bill will be deadlocked and cannot proceed further this Session.

One hour from start of proceedings on the Lords Message (Order of 14 September)

10 December 2020

By order of Mr Speaker

#InternalMarketBill